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ABSTRACT
Although sentence combining practice has been shown

,e0 be an effective instructional technique for improving students'
writing, scant attention has been paid to the appropriate sequence
for such instruction, Studies of the natural development of oral and
written languagepoint out two general trends that should.be

considered in sequencing sentence combining instruction. First,
langua§e users develop basic sentences before they learn toelaborate
on these sentences. Second, there is a general tendency to elaborate
with full clauses first, followed by iphrases and words that are
derived from full clauses. The various-Syntactic structures that are

.normally included in sentence combining instruction can be clasiified
into five categoeies: coordinates, adverbials, restrictive noun
modifiers% noun substitutes, and free modifiers. Within each
category, the structures can be further divided into three levels,
.which serve as guidelines for referencing structures across
categories. Bentence'combining practice with this sequpncing can help
students develop the,syntactic skills they need to produce clear,
lively prose, but should not be considered the only component of a
comprehensive writing program. (Appendixes contain the sequences for

each of the.five syntactic structure categories.) (HTH)
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ABSTRACT

Althpugh sentence-combining practice has been shOwn to be an

effective in.structional technique for improving students' writing,

"
scant attention has been paid to the appropriate 'sequence for sentence-

combining instrtio,T. This paper discusses the need for such a

sequence and outlines several Principles that should be considered.-

The paper also proposes a sequence for five different types of syntac-

tic ssructures that are normally included in sentence-oombiniKg

in4ruction: coordinates, adverbials, restrictive noun modifiers,

noun substitutes, and free modifiers.
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A SEQUENCE FOR SENTENCE-COMBINING INSTRUCTION

Joseph Lawlor

Sentence-combining practice has been shown to be an effective

technique for improving the syntactic skills of student writers at all

aial,mic levels: elementary (e.g., Perron, 1974), middle school (e.g.,
.

O'Hare, 1973), secondary (e.g, Sullivan, 1977), and college (e.g.,

Disiker, Kerek, & Morenberg, 1978). denerally, these studies agrqe on
-

\
the positive effegts of sentence-combining practfce: erThAceNrsynta'ctic

fluency and, for part, improvement in the overall quality of

students' writina or, 1980).

The bast of sentence-combining exercises is very simple.

)
.

,.

Students are given a series of short "kernel" sentences,' and are told to

combine these sentences into a longer, more elaborate sentence. The
N .

important information fi-om each short sentence must be retained in the

.
longer sentence, thus requiring stydents to transform and man ipulate the

..

./

structure of the otiginal sentences. The particular manipulation)s to be'

performed can be controlled through the use of sentence-combining
c ,

"signals" (i.e., parenthgtical cues, underlining),- as in Figure 1.

Alex lived in a city.-

The city was large. Alex lived in a large city that

The city was located in was located in Northern California.

Northern California. (THAT)
.

Fig. 1. Sample,sentence-combining%exercise; from Perron, 1974,

\I.p.

(
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,-. i ,, Although a large body of research supports.the value of sentence-

I

.
it's' t

lc,

,

.I.

combining practice; there is little agreement in the literature on what
I

may be an important issue in sentence combining--the sequence for

nstruction. Which sentence-combining operations should be covered

early in a seneence-combining program? Which shobld cOme next? And is

there any justification for postponing certain structures until later in
,

the program?
./

.

Unfortunately, the sentence-combining research doesn't offer much
,

help in answering these questions. Both experimental,programs and
I-N

published sentence-combining textbooks reveal a widdisparity of
-

,..

opinion on the sequence for instruction (Lawlor, 1981). Various
( -.

r 10

sentence-combining operations, such as noun-clause substJtution,

relative-clause embedding, add free modification, seem to be.presented

I

in a different sequence in each program. Kleen Z1980) reports similar

I

findings. She examined seven published sentence-combining textbooks ak
.

found no agreement across texts on the sequence for instruction.
1.

,

This lack of agreement on the appropriate sequence' for sentence-

%
coTbigLng activities may stem froni an assumption that underlies the

eechnique. Authorities have speculated that sentence combining works

because it exploits the linguistic abilities that students have already

developed .through oral language acquisition. According to this view,

sentente combining doesn't real4veach anything "new" about language;
,

the technique merely asks students to ariply their oral language ability

to the written medium (cf.,. Strong, 1973, pl,xiii). Consequently, the

sequence for instruction would seem 'to be relatively unimportant because

'I t

, . -0, i

.(I ,
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gtudents eould pot be likely to find one sentence-combining operation

more "difficult" thian another.
r-

However, there are several reasorl to suspect that the sequence for
.

sentence-combining instruction may be more critical than we have

considered it In Ale past. Studies of language developmerit indicate

that tiwprocess of acquiring syn ax takes place over a longeeperiod of

time than we once thought (Hatcli 1969; Golub, 1969; Kennedy, 1970). In

one revléw of the developmental' r earch, Menyuk (1977) states that

1 'Some structures are acquired at a glower rate by some children but are

acquired by all, while etlher are not acquired even.by some adults" (p..

129). The evidence suggests that we can no longer assuMe that s,tUrlents

at a Certain "magic" age--6, or 9, or 12 years--are able to control all

,the syntactic manipulations available in their native language. In

4
addition, students whose native language is not English may"not bring

the same oral language facility to sentence-combining instruction that

native speakers d?. And finally, there'is some evidence that certain

written syntactic structures occur rarely in oral language. For

example, people do riot ordinarily speak in the "cumulative" 'sentences

advocated by Chrisi'ensen (1968). Such structures are much'more

charIcteri tic of the written medium, and students with limited reading

experience y not be familiar with them (Mellori; 1979).

So perhaps sentence combining does indeed teach something "new"

about language. And'if this is true, then the sequence for instruction

may be a critical factor. Studies of the natural developthent of oral

and written language point out two general trends that,ought to be



considered in sequencing senfence-combrning instructton. First,

language users develop basic sentences before they learn to elaborate'On

these sent'ences.

predicate phrase.

.

When elaboOtions do appear, they occur first in the
1

For example, childeen will usually use relative

claus? es to modify direct objects before they use such clauses to modify
k.

4r _subject nouns. -Cdnseqüently, it. makes sense. to introduce sentence-
(' t

.
*4

combining operations in the predicate phrase first before introducing

4

,
them in other sentence positions.

1.

Second, there is a general tendency to elaborate with full clauses

first, followed by phrases and words that are derived from full clauses.

This suggests, for examplk, that relative clauses spould te'seqenced

before reduced ciausAl structures such as participial phrases and

appositives.

Specific recommendatOns for sequencing sentence-combining

activities are presented in Appendixes A-E. For purposes of discussions

the various syntactic structures that are normally included in sentence-,

combining instrUctiom have been classified into five categories:

coordinates, adverbials, restrictiAornoun modifiers, noun substituts,

and free modifiers Within each category, the structures are further

divided into three levels. Jbese levels 'do not correspond to grade
4

levels; nor do they represent content"that shouldebe covered,in a

semester or% year of inttruct ion./The levels are merely guidelines for
.

refenenoing structures across categories. Thus, for example, in,

introductory sentence-combining lessons, instruction might iniude .

/
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compound sentences, singl -word adverbs, single-word adjectives, and

noun cl'auses las direct objects (all Level I structures).

Coordinates

4 711ppendix A lists the sequence for coordinate structures. .

Coorçflnation is a iyritqctic operation that appears very early in

-

ch ldren's writing. Young writers tend to use many cooPdinate

,

tructures (especially compound sentences), while older writers use

considerably fewer (Hunt, 1977). However, even within this cate ry,

there are indications that certain types of structures are coordinated

^

at differ devejopmental stages. FOr example, in one fo th-grade

sentence-c'bmbining study, Miller and Ney (1968) found t t compound

inal adjectives were very difficult for thOA0 udents to,produce,

and that error rates ,:emained high even after.sev 1 aini g sessions.

Ney (1974) speculates\that many of these fourt grayrs were simply not

"developmentally ready" (p. 158) for this t of sentence-combining

operation. Consequeptly,-it makes sense o inXduce compound

adjectives after structures such as c pound direct objects and compadrid

I
sui)jects. r

AdAerbials '

The recommended sequence,for adverbial structures is listed in

Appendix B. In general, the use of adverbial sentence-combining

operations is not associated with syntactic maturity (Hunt, 1965;

O'Donnell, Griffin, and,Norris, 1967). That Is; younger and'older

4.4

J
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,

writers/end to use adverbials with about the.same frequency. However;

6

there are differences 1 the types of adyerbials u ed at different

lev Is. For example, Ime clauses appear very arly in childYen's

itin9, perhaps re lecting an instt'uctional phasis on natrative

writing. Neverth less, there seems,to be ome justification for

constraining h9 these claLses aye introduced in a sentence-combining

program. Hatch (1971) reports that kindergarten/and second-grade

students found sentences much easier to comprehend if the occurrence of

a time clause in a sentence matched the Aemporal order of the events

,

being narrated. For example, in the sentence I finished,the test before

the bell rang, finishing the test occurs before the ringing of the bell.

Consequently, the clause order corresponds to temporal order. If this

principltis violated, as'in I finished the test after the bell rang,

the sentence becomes much-more difficult to processe

A dieferent effect has been observed for adverb clauses of reason:

Sentences are easier to process if the result is stated before the

reason, as. in We stopped fdr lunch because we were hungry (Weaver,

1979)*. Consequently, sentence-combining kograms Opght to\ineroduCe the-

simpler areikpgement first, followed by the more difficult ordl.

Re4rictive nOun 'wafflers
1

AW-ri-dix,C lists the sequence for restrictive noun Modifiers. The

use of these modifiers hai been found.to be a valid index of syntactic

maturity. Relative clauses, in particular, account for much of the

increase in the length of/writers' sentences as ihey mature (Hunt,

1965). The.reoommended sequence frelative clouses reflects one of

I ,
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(.1
the general principres di-cuised above. Relative.clauses are'first

introdurd in the predicate phrase ('Level I)an4 then in tpe subject
. .

(tevel II). Level II also,lncludes phrasal modiflers, such as

appositives and participials.,'tgain reflecting the general tendency to

elaborate first with full Clauses, followed/by reduced-clause

structures.

Level III includes one type of restrictive noun modifiecthat se.ems

to appear at a late developmental stage: Ahe prenominal participle.

Gebhard (1978) compared the syntiX.used by three groups of writers: (1)

college freshmen rated as poor writers, (.2) college freshmen rated as

superi& writers, and (9).professional Writers. She found Olat both the
- c

rofession 1 writers and superior freshmen' used prenominal partrciples.

significantly more often than did tpe poor writbrs. Consequently, there

_

is some justification for sequencing these structures late in a

(.
sentence-combining program.

Noun substitutes

Appendix D displays.the sequence for noun substitutes--clauses and

phrases that functionos nouns-in a sentence. Noun clauses appear

fairly early in ch ldren's'language, but.they are almost always used as

direct objec ndcompeqj,, as jn Level i (Kiev; 1980) Level,

rt, these,clauses are introduce the subject position. "chese are

followed by infinitive phrves, once again reflecting the developmental

trend from claust to phrase. ' LeVel III-contains several nominal

strUctUres that seem to be characteristic of mature prose. Thgse

#000 include noun clauses as objects of prepositions and verbals, gerunds and
k

f-
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gerund phrases, and the "deferred-subject" sentence, in which it c-

replaces a noun subStitute as the grammatical subject.
*

The final nominal structure listed at Level III is one that may be

somewhat conteOversial--the derived noun'phrase. Gebhard (1978)

suggests that the use of such nominals contributes to a "strong,

succinct prose style" (p. Stotsky (1981) claims that 'these

derived nominals are indeed characteritit of Mature expository writing.

However, authorities who are concerned about the readability of modern

prose (e.g., Hake end Williams, 1981) are very critical of this nominal

styte, Nevertheless, it seems that derixed noUn phrases should be

covered in schenCe-combining instruction, but with cautions attached to

'satisfy readability considerations. ,Because of these complications, it

makes,sense to cover derived nominals relatively late in the

instructional sequence.

Free modifiers

Appendix E lists the fequenCe for introducing frlee modifiers in a

sentence-combining prdgram. Such modifiers are associaled with mature

A

prose,40articu1arly when they are used in,sentence-final position in

cumulative sentences (Chrlstensen, 1967, 1968; Wolk, 1970). ,Christensen

(1968) dis'iinguishes free modifiers from the rastrictive noun modifiers

discussed above:

Free modifiers . . . are modifiers not of words but of

- constructions,'from which they are set off by junctures or

punctuation. Grammatically, they are loose or additive or

nonessential or nonrestrictive. The constructions used are
prepositional phrases; relative and subordinate clauses; noun,
Verb, adjective, and adverbial phrases or clusters; and;None
of the mosA important, verbid clauses or absolutes. (p. 577)



The sequence listed in Appendix E includwfree modifiers at Level

There are severaCreasons for sequencing these structures

late in a sentence-combining'program. As noted earlier, free modifiers

(and cumulative,sentendes.) dile more frequent in written language than

oral language. Unless stuaents have had considerable experience reading

modern prose, they are likely to have difficulty with these structures.

,In addititc, free modifiers are e;sentiatly stYlistic options. , Their

use depends upon students having reached a cognitivestage in which they

can view tfipir written works as what Mellon calls "craftable artifacts."

(1979, p. 21). Thus, instruCtion in this k)nd of noni-estrictive, free

mAification should be sequenced at a point where'students are most

likely to benefi from it. And that point'is relatively late.

Conclusion

Sentence-coinbining practice can help students develop the syntactic

skills they need to produce clear, lively prose. fidwever, an.effective

writing program must certainly include instruction on other 'facett of

the compoking process, such as generating and arranging ideas, and

. revising 'and editing text. ConseAuentry, sentende combining practice

should be considered as an important component--but not he only

component--of a comprehensive writing.program:

-The appropriate sequence for sentence-combining activities has

received little attention from researchers and inst4dtional designers.

In proposing such a sequence here, the author is not suggesting that

sentence combining must be bound to some rigid, unyielding instructional

sequence. Certainly, more research is needed, and as our knowledge of
A
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leguage development increases, the.sequence for sentence-combining

instruction must be modified. But Tven with the knowledge that is

currently avai!able about language dehlopment, certain trends are

evident. And Instructjonal deveTopers should certainly'take idvantage

of these,tren6 as they design sentence-combining programs.
't

f.6
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Append i x A

, Sequence for Coordinate Structwes

Level I Compound sentences.

Judy raked the lawn, and John eatered the flowers.

Compound structures within the predicate phrase.

/

Ellen ordered a hamburger and a coife.

I finished home ork and we t. bed.

The room was small ani stuffy.

Compound subjects.

Susan and Dave went to the mo ies.

Level II Compound prenominal adjectite

The cold.and hungry campe s hUddled around the

V

.I

fire.

Level III Compound objects of pre sitions and verbals.

The train stopped in large lities and'small

viltages.

She expects to vis t the museum and the cathedral.

f

ow*

ts,
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Appendix B

Sequence for gdverbial Structures

Level I SinDlel-word adverbs.

Jack walked carefully.

Prepositional phtases of place/motion

Maria hit the ball over the fence.

AdVerb clauses of time: clause order matches time
p.

order,

I finished the test before the bell rang.
, .

Adverb clausesipf reason:, resultiltated before

reason.,

We stopped for-lunch bleuse we were hungry.

r

Level II Adveyb clauses of time: clause order does not match
1

time order.

Weivent to the library after class was over.

Adverb clauses of reason: ,reason stated before

result.

.

Because,my brother was late, we had to stag

without him.

Prepositional phrases of time.

Jim visited the zoo on Saturday.

Adverb clauses of condition.

We'll go on a hike if the rain stops soon. 4



Appendix B (continded)

Adverbial infinitives.

Rick is waiting to .hear from you.

Level 111, PreposiiiOnal phrases of cause, manner-I/and

concession.

The picnic was cancel led_because p_f bad weather.

The bomb.exploded with a muffled roar.

Jerri learned to skate despite his handicap.

Adveroclaitses of concession and purpose.

'Although the sun was shini,g, the air was very

cool.

He fixed the door so that It wouldn't squeak.

I

(
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/ Appendix C

Sequence for Restrictive Noun Modifiers
,

A

Level I Single-word prenomlnal adjectives.

,

r

T9rry bought a new car.

Relative clauses modifying object: relative pronoun

as subject.

The police caught the burglar who stole the

P.
Relative clauses modifyi g.Oject64,helative pronoun

as object.

I enjoyed the book that you gave me.

. RelatfveAclauses modifying object: relative prounoun

.-. possessive. 1

s.........1 We Alet a-woman whose son is. famoo.s.
...,*

2.

Level II Relative clauses modifying subject: relatio pronoun

as subject.

The team that wins thfs game will be the state

champion.

Relative,clauses modifying subject: relative proAun

0.
as object.

X\The cookies that Jean baked are de icious.

\
,

e I

'

/

g

,



Appendix C (continued)
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.

11,

Relative clauses modifying subject: relative pronoun'

as Possessive.

The man,whose car was stolen called the police.

djectival prepositional phrases.

The girl on the porch i my sister.

Post-nomlnal participial phrases: present and past.

My teacher is the woman talking to Pam.

We toured a Castle built Many .years ago. -

Restrictive appositive.

My friend Rita won the spelling bee.

Null-pronoun relative clauses.

Steve read the story you wrote.

Post-nominal infinitive phrases.

We had no reason to doubt his story.'

Level III Prenominal participles: present and past.

That barking dog'kept ms awake all night.

These cans are made Of recycled aluminum.

4

2 ti
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Appendix D

Sequence for Noun Substitutes
CI

ff

Level I Factiye noun clauses as direct objects.

Mary poughtjthat) you were here.

Intetrogative noun clauses as direct objects.

jete knows where the treasure is buried..

'Level II Factive and interrogatiye noun clauses as subjects.

(The.faq() that we are but of time worries me. If

How the gold disappeared is a mystery:

Infinitive phrases.

Maria wants to meet Dr. Peter's.

,(For us).to arrive earll would be d good idea.

Wh word + infinitive phrases.
, .

Bob learned how to dance.

Where to find the money is the problem.

a.

.04

1

Level III Factive and inttrrogative noun clauses as objects of'

verbals and prepositions.

Napcy needs to know what we have decided.

Despite the iact that Johh is not very tall, e is

j
41 9ood basketball player.

Gerunds and gerund phrases.

Pete enjoys swimming.

Running a business is hard work.
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Appendix D (continuedP)

///.

It extraposition with noun clauses, infinitives-, and

gerunds.
4yr.

It surprised me that he was such a good student.

It took a long time to ftnd the solution.

It was nice seeing my old"ft=ientis.

Derived nouns and nOun phriases. .

Carelessness causes man firek.'

P

The citizens were enraged by the attempted

.

assassination of the primc\ministe

2
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Appendix E

Sequence for Free Modifiers

Level"!
41.

Level I

e,

Level III Nonrestrictiv relative clauses.

)tThis sate114 e.w1,11 orblt Jupiter, which is the'
,

4.

largest planet in the solar system.
4

Nonrestrictive appositives.

The mayor, Ann Green', spoke to the reporters.

Participial phrases.

.Ted itood on lhe bridge, staring at the river
(-

below.,

The Scrap -Iron 11(id fe,11 to his knees, stunned by a

left hook.

Adjective dlusters.

The mule, stubborn'Ond oenery, refused to move.

\ Prepositional phrases'.

Martin walked softy, like a cat stallang a bircl.,

2 .3
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Appendix E (continued)

Nominative absblutes.

The deer stood quietly, its antlers silhouetted

against the setting sun.

A
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